
17" crevice tool
B701615

3" round dusting brush
B000394

Floor Brush 
Tool 14"
B527095

Additional 45HEPA-Dry Accessories

Tool Kit
B160424

5' two-piece 
metal wand
B521007

10' X 1.5" 
crushproof hose
B702361

Optional Nonwoven 
Bag 1/ea
B700409

Disposable Poly 
Bags 1/ea 
B704004

Disposable paper 
filter bags 1/ea
B700408

HEPA Filter
B702340

“Never Clog®” Filter Bag 
B000517

HEPA Filter 
Assembly
B260619

Accessories

Dry
“Never Clog” Bag
2
105”
110
10 gallon dry
50 ft.50 ft.
33 lbs.
38 lbs.
B160414 (Dry), B100481 (TT)

Style:
Pre-filter:

Horsepower:
Waterlift:
CFM:

Recovery:
Power Cord:Power Cord:

Weight:
Shipping Weight:
Product Codes:

Specifications

Each Pullman-Holt HEPA filter is 
tested and certified to provide a 
minimum efficiency of 99.97% at 
.3 microns based on IEST-RP- 
CC001 test requirements.

HEPA Filter – Made from a single piece of high-grade HEPA media 
to eliminate the possibility of leaks. (B702340)

“Never Clog®” Filter Bag – Sheds dirt and debris like a duck 
sheds water. Shakes clean to maintain maximum airflow. (B000517)

Commercial grade, long-life 2HP motor -  exceeds airflow and pick-up of vacuums 
purchased from home improvement stores.

Compact, low center of gravity design - No tipping, easy handling, transporting 
and storage

Tested and certified HEPA filter - Oversized HEPA filter with plenty of media to
handle high airflow.

“Never Clog” Dacron filter bag - Self-cleaning, maximizes airflow and prevents
interruptions when picking up large volumes of drinterruptions when picking up large volumes of dry, fine dust.

Positive locking, full swivel hoses - No binding and flexible. Easy handling and 
storage.

50-foot power cord -  Operates in a wide area without changing electric outlets.

High efficiency 2-ply enclosed, disposable paper filter bag acts 
as the primary filter to trap and hold dry material for easy 
handling and disposal. (B700408)

Features:

45HEPA-TT

45HEPA-Dry

The model 45HEPA-TT has a "Tool Trigger" feature allowing the operator to turn the 
vacuum on or off through the power tool. Stricter worker and environmental regulations are 
requiring tradesman who cut and grind concrete and masonry materials to control dust. 
Collecting and containing dust increases worker and power tool productivity, extends life of 
the abrasives and reduces clean-up time and expense.

Equipped with a powerful 2-horsepower motor and an extra large capacity HEPA filter system, 
the model 45 offers the air flow efficiency of vacuums costing three times as much. Low noise 
allows for use in sound sensitive areas. The model 45 is manufactured to the same high 
standards as our larger HEPA vacuums, so it will withstand years of hard use. Available in 
wet/dry or dry only.

Powerful Vacuum:
 A 2 horsepower, 2 stage by-pass, 11.1 amp motor delivers 105” waterlift and 110 CFM.  
  Plenty of power for fast pick-up of wet and dry hazardous materials at an affordable price.
True 99.97% Type A Large Capacity HEPA Filter:
 Individually tested and certified to have a minimum efficiency of 99.97% at .3 microns in 
 accordance with IEST-RP-CC001 test requirements.

2HP, 10 Gallon Recovery HEPA Vacuums
Model 45HEPA-Dry and 45HEPA-TT
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